Measurement and
Verification Panelboards
with Energy Insight
Make the most of your energy
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Understanding and Optimizing Energy
Do you know where your energy dollars are being spent? Energy costs and the demand for
electricity are on the rise. Mandates to become more efficient and restrict CO2 emissions are being
introduced. It has never been more important than now to know how much energy your facility
is using. Operations and facility managers are also challenged to do more with less. Identifying
efficiency opportunities and eliminating energy waste are effective ways to meet these challenges.

How can I become more energy efficient without
compromising business performance?
The real savings opportunities may be those that are the most visible but too often
ignored. Lighting and receptacle loads can account for as much as 50 percent
of a building’s connected electrical energy consumption, but are often improperly
monitored and don’t achieve maximum energy efficiency. Everything that
consumes power must be addressed actively if sustainable gains are to be made
and maintained.
One way of identifying your efficiency opportunities and eliminating energy waste
of your lights and plug loads is through Schneider Electric™ Measurement and
Verification Panelboards (MVP).
MVP is scalable solution that can be applied to both retrofits and new
construction. Earn up to 30% savings on capital and operational expenses
across your entire enterprise.
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Includes service station equipment, ATMs, telecommunications equipment, medical equipment, pumps,
and manufacturing performed in commercial buildings.
Source: U.S. Department of Energy: Buildings Energy Data Book, Section 3.1 Commercial Sector Energy
Consumption, March 2012, 3.1.4 Commercial Electricity End-Use Splits
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What is Measurement and Verification?

Measurement and verification (M&V) tracks energy use, and then verifies any
energy conservation measures implemented. With an M&V plan, you can isolate
areas of excessive energy usage and identify opportunities for cost savings and
improved sustainability measures. Until now, the available tools and processes for
this have relied on spot-checking and one-time verification. Guess work and pointin-time verification metering efforts cannot provide the complete history of accurate
information, making it difficult to verify effective efforts to reduce energy waste.
Accurate information is at the heart of achieving sustainable energy savings.
By using the award-winning MVP panelboards, accurate and detailed information
on energy use is available for every circuit in an electrical panel. MVP provides
the capability of measuring aggregated energy use from the building level all the
way down to the individual circuit level. MVP also allows energy use to be isolated
more precisely to help locate greater energy efficiency and savings. With MVP you
can now measure and verify the performance of your energy saving strategy. The
MVP solution will also help you achieve and fulfill government, industry, and/or
council regulations and requirements, such as ISO 50001.

Measurement and verification
requirements and guidelines
USGBC

Green Energy Building Council
— LEED® Certification

ASHRAE

ASHRAE 189.1 — American Society
of Heating, Refrigerating and Air
Conditioning Engineers

IPMVP®

International Performance Measurement
and Verification Protocol

ISO

ISO 50001 — International Organization
for Standardization

FERC

Federal Energy Performance Contract

FEMP

Federal Energy Management Program

IECC

International Energy Conservation Code®

Title 24

California Energy Commission

EVO

Efficiency Valuation Organization

HR 6582

American Energy Manufacturing Technical
Corrections Act

Prop 39

Benchmarking and Energy Jobs Act

LL 84/09

Building Benchmarking

®

®
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The Core of Your Energy Sustainability Initiatives
Make intelligent Measurement and Verification Panelboards the core to your energy sustainability
initiatives. MVP provides visibility into energy use, potential areas of energy waste, and the
performance of your energy conservation measures down to the branch circuit level.

Features
Industry-leading power reliability and
monitoring capability

Branch current
power meter
controller

Branch circuit power meter supporting up to
84 branch circuit current transformers (CTs) for
individual branch metering

Standard NF,
NQ or Powerlink
panelboard interior

Mains metering available with optional
auxiliary CTs
Network communication of energy data via
Modbus® RTU

Standard NF, NQ or
Powerlink breakers

42 and 84 circuit
configurations
available depending
on panel options

Available in 20 or 24 inch standard box widths

Available in a variety of
panelboard configurations
Square D™/Powerlink™ Type Lighting
Control Panelboards
Square D/NF Type Panelboards
Square D/NQ Type Panelboards
Retrofit kits for existing panels

Current
transfomers
Award-winning MVP Panelboards from
Schneider Electric are available with the Energy
Insight monitoring and dashboard solution. Energy
Insight is a user-configurable software solution
designed to optimize your analytics and maximize
your savings when an Energy Management System
(EMS) is not available. MVP is also compatible
with StruxureWare™ Power Monitoring software
solutions and most commercially available energy
management software (EMS).

Standard
panelboard box

Award Winning Product
Environmental Leader Review 5 Star Ranking —
“Game Changing Technology”
Buildings Magazine Money Saving Product of the Year
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NECA Showstopper Award
Consulting Specifying Engineer — Product of the
Year Award

Understand Usage and Achieve Energy Efficiency
Through Energy Insight
Manage: Panels, circuits, zones, and alarms

Compare

Manage

Measure

Share
results

Measure: Baseline energy demand and historical
data to understand usage by hour, day, week,
month, or seasonally
Identify: Includes 28 viewlets (visual graphs)
to easily identify trends and opportunities using
standard Web browser

Identify
Verify
Impact

Take Action: Implement efficiency strategies, and
fulfill certifications and mandates
Verify Impact: Show proof of your energy
saving strategies

Take Action

Energy Insight System Architecture
Data Controller

Compare: Load type vs. load type, building vs.
building, department vs. department, floor vs. floor,
or build your own strategy to analyze loads

Ethernet

OR

Ethernet

Share results: Create and embed easy-tounderstand reports, graphs and public
displays showing management, employees
and even customers your efficiency in reducing
carbon emissions

Internet

Remote
Cloud Server

RS485

Remote
PC Access

Local Server

PC Access
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Active Monitoring to Maximize and Protect Savings

Up to 8% per year is lost without
monitoring and maintenance programs
Up to 12% per year is lost without
regulation and control systems
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100%

Optimized usage
via automation

Efficient devices
and installation

Energy
Consumption

70%

Monitoring and maintenance

Time

Energy audit
and metering

Measure

Active Energy Efficiency

Passive Energy Efficiency

Fix the basics
Lower-consumption
devices, insulation
material, power
factor correction

Passive
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Optimize through
automation and
regulatoin
Building management,
power management,
lighting control

Active Solutions

Monitor, maintain,
improve
Metering, monitoring,
and comprehensive
energy use evaluation

Sustained Energy Savings

MVP with Energy Insight
or another existing
Building Management
System will give detailed
insight into energyrelated costs, risks,
and opportunities
for savings. Protect
and optimize your
savings through
active monitoring and
verification. Monitor
energy use and savings
with real-time or
historical-trend data.

Achieve greater savings month after month, year
after year with MVP Panelboards
MVP Panelboards deliver real-time
data utilizing open and industrystandard protocols. This standard
protocol approach allows for
integration to a wide variety of building
and energy-management systems.
Schneider Electric Measurement and Verification
Panelboards are available with the Energy Insight
software. MVP is also compatible with Schneider
Electric StruxureWare Power Monitoring software.
Whatever management software you choose to
use, or have today, the goal is to make the
integration straightforward and uncomplicated so
that you can unlock the power of the granular detail
the MVP provides.

Why do I need MVP with
Energy Insight?
To benchmark current lighting and plug loads
and to establish baselines
To fulfill government, industry, and/or council
regulations and requirements regarding metering,
benchmarking, reporting, and CO2 reduction
To achieve greater energy efficiency
To automatically recognize improvement
opportunities that can increase bottom
line energy savings
To quantify results of lighting and electrical
upgrades
To connect top management, the Energy team,
and staff with a corporate sustainability plan
To contribute to the bottom-line of your
business profits
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To learn more, visit www.schneider-electric.com or call 1-888-778-2733.
Visit www.SEreply.com, key code n237v, to download the MVP white paper!
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Make MVP with Energy Insight Part of Your
Sustainability Program

